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Re: ANTI-COMMUNIST LEGIONNAIRES

The April 26, 1961 edition of the "Miami News", a newspaper published daily in Miami, Florida, contained an article stating that a new group calling itself the Anti-Communist Legionnaires intended to ask the United States Government for recognition and to supply it with arms and materials. A spokesman for the group said that young Americans were sickened by what happened to the brave band of Cubans that invaded Cuba the previous week and want to help them.

The article stated that the commander of this organization, former Army Major George Tanner, age 37, of West Palm Beach, Florida, said the group is going to be trained for guerrilla combat. The men's ages range from 19 to 37 and most of them have had some military experience.

Paul Alvic, age 24, from New York City, second in command, stated the group was not getting paid, was not looking for money, but the communists would have to be fought sooner or later and that the United States' welfare was at stake as well as Cuba's. He said the present need was for uniforms, food and a large place to train the men. Alvic said the group is not connected with any agency of the United States Government or Cuban rebel organization. The men in the group have drifted in from some 20 different states, having been previously turned down at Cuban recruiting centers. The organization included a judo expert from Lexington, Kentucky, and an intelligence man with Korean War experience.
Re: ANTI-COMMUNIST LEGIONNAIRES

On April 28, 1961, MM T-1, who has been connected with Cuban revolutionary activities for the past three years and who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that the leader of this organization, a tall American with a blonde mustache, name unknown, was recruiting in Miami for membership in this organization for future military action against Cuba. This leader claimed that he was awaiting clearance from the United States Government, which he expected to obtain in about two days, and that he was in contact with different Cuban revolutionary leaders.

MM T-1 said this American leader claimed to have worked with Sergio Sanjenis, former Castro Government official presently in jail in Cuba for counterrevolutionary activities.

MM T-1 advised that Ed Colby of New York City had joined this group and is active in it. MM T-1 explained that Colby is an American citizen of doubtful reliability who has been previously connected with Cuban revolutionary activities. MM T-1 explained that this organization claimed to have between 45 and 50 members in Miami. Some of the members were staying at the Hotel Cuba, some were living in Miami Beach, and some were meeting at the Hotel Everglades.

On May 1, 1961, Alexandra Kambis Boada, Cuba Hotel, 17th and Flagler Streets, Miami, Florida, advised that there were some Americans residing at that hotel and that at 11:00 A.M. that day, Julio Fernandez, a representative of the Frente Revolucionario Democratico (FRD), an anti-Castro organization, was going to talk to some of the Americans at that hotel.

Kambis said that Jerry (Last Name Unknown), a tall blond American, claimed to be a former aide to William Alexander Morgan, an expatriated American and
Re: ANTI-COMMunist Legionnaires

S. W. Third Street and 1925 S. W. 4th Street, Miami, the latter address being a house owned by a Mrs. Hamilton, who furnished some of these members with free food and housing prior to her throwing them out.

MM T-1 described George Tanner as white male, American; 38 – 40 years of age; light brown hair; 5' -7'; 165 lbs.; from West Palm Beach, Florida; former member of the National Guard; unemployed; claims to own home in West Palm Beach, Florida, and is engaged to be married to a nurse.

MM T-1 said that between ten and fifteen members of the organization are usually in Bayfront Park unsuccessfully trying to recruit additional members but claim that more members will be coming from different parts of the United States. MM T-1 said that Ed Colby is usually with Jerry and that their present residence is unknown.

MM T-1 stated that Tanner selected different individuals in this organization to be officers and appointed the majority of the members as either captains or majors. When it became obvious that Tanner knew nothing about military affairs and was doing ridiculous things, the organization threw him out and Jerry Hannon became the leader of the organization. Hannon has claimed he left the Cuban Revolutionary Army more than a year ago, says he works with Sanchez Arango, who claims he is sending a PT boat with supplies to Cuba and will try and obtain support from the United States Government and Cubans for the Anti-Communist Legionnaires.

MM T-1 said that the training camp established by this organization in the Florida Everglades is located somewhere two or three miles west of the Tamiami Fishing Camp on the Tamiami Trail between Tampa and Miami, Florida. After about two days at this camp, a forest or park ranger told them that they would have to move and they could not remain at that camp site but would be free to operate at a site about ten miles west of where they were.
Re: ANTI-COMMUNIST LEGIONNAIRES

MM T-1 advised that it had been ascertained that Hannon and Colby and two more men were temporarily residing at a house located near 10th Street and S. W. 9th Avenue, Miami, Florida. That night Colby and Hannon were expected to meet with five Americans who are U. S. Army Reservists and will be offered jobs as instructors for this organization. MM T-1 described these Americans as (First Name Unknown) McFarland, white male, age 22 years; (First Name Unknown) Hanson, an American in his 20's; another white male American, name unknown, and (First Name Unknown) Davis, a Negro.

On May 3, 1961, Sergeant Charles Sapp, Intelligence Unit, Miami Police Department, advised that Arthur Milton Redmond and Dan Merlin of 4241 N. W. 24th Avenue, Miami, on that date drove past Bayfront Park, Miami, and shouted "Viva Fidel". In the fight that followed, Redmond and Merlin, Walter Alfred Graven, Karl Koch, Ray Emory, Haragves and Alonzo Allen were arrested. Sapp said that with the exception of Merlin and Redmond, the other persons involved were members of the Anti-Communist Legionnaires who had been frequenting Bayfront Park. Sapp said the leader of this organization is Jerry Hannon, white male, about 29 years of age, 6' 8", residing at the Hotel Cuba, Miami.

On May 3, 1961, Alonzo Allen, 777 N. W. 28th Street, Miami, advised that he had been a member of this organization which had been in existence for about a week. The original idea was started in Oklahoma or Texas. Different American military veterans came to Miami looking towards joining anti-Castro rebel organizations for some military action against the government of Cuba. George Tanner, who until recently was the leader of this loose-knit organization, claims to have contact with very important persons but two days previously was expelled from the organization. As of two days ago the organization had 46 members and Allen was the Intelligence Officer or person.
Re: ANTI-COMMUNIST LEGIONNAIRES

On May 5, 1961, MM T-1 advised that inasmuch as the invasion of Cuba by anti-communist rebels on April 17, 1961 was a failure, the morale of Cuban revolutionists in Miami is very low. MM T-1 explained that the different established Cuban revolutionary organizations have never recruited Americans, have never taken Americans and, although these organizations would accept many donations of equipment, generally never took Americans along on proposed military expeditions.

Now there is no hope of overthrowing the present Cuban Government by military action, consisting of only anti-communist Cuban rebels, and Cubans in Miami are asking for United States and Organization of American States intervention. The Cubans feel that they cannot overthrow the Castro Government alone and are depending upon outside help. Therefore, recruiting activity has ceased and although the Cubans are grateful that individuals and members of the Anti-Communist Legionnaires want to help, the Cubans are not interested. MM T-1 said that persons active in revolutionary activities do not expect Anti-Communist Legionnaires to leave Miami, participate in any action against Cuba and think it will be only a matter of time until the organization dissolves.

MM T-1 explained that Miami has been a place attracting all sorts of adventurers and opportunists and that the Anti-Communist Legionnaires is just one of the many such organizations that have come and gone.

MM T-1 on May 5, 1961 advised that Colonel Roberto Casanova, Miami Beach, Florida, is one of the leading Venezuelan revolutionists in Miami, Florida, working to overthrow the present government of Venezuela. Casanova has been contacted by one of the representatives of the Anti-Communist Legionnaires, has been told of the training camp the organization has in the Florida Everglades, and Casanova is expected to send a representative to inspect the training camp on either May 7 or 8, 1961.
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ANTI COMMunist Legionaires, Mm. EMM Six Three Nine Dash S Advised That
Newspaper Publicity Has Caused About Thirty American Adventurers
To Come To Miami Recently To Join Anti Communist Cuban Cause. There
Is Now About Thirty Such Americans In Miami. About Twenty Are In
A Camp Outside Of Miami Have No Housing Or Equipment And Live On
Snakes And Swamp Cabbage. Present Leader Of The Group Is Jerry
Hannon From Calif. Who Claims To Be Former Aide To William Alexander
Morgan, Expatriated American In Castro-S Army Who Was Recently
Executed. Five Of These Americans Are Unsuccessfully But Openly
Trying To Recruit In Miami Bayfront Park. Four Of The Members Have
Been Arrested By The Police For Minor Violations. Sources Say Majority
Of These Americans Are In Early Twenties, Delinquents, Veterans,
Psychos And Unreliable. [Emm Six Three Nine Dash S] Says These Americans
Have No Backing, Money Or Weapons, Are Not Accepted Into Any
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